Overview One-Pager:
Kitsune 2142
Kitsune 2142 is set in a dystopian future of Neo-Tokyo, a city brimming with vice,
overcrowding, and plenty of illicit technology to go around. This is not the Tokyo of our modern
world, but one descending into chaos with the advent of dream-slicer technology invented over
twenty years ago. Our protagonist, Kryst, is a flawed detective on a task force overseeing crimes
specifically involving dream-tech, but she too is battling an addiction with the technology, after
years of covering up her painful past. When Kryst is framed one day for the murder of her
mentor on the task force, she has no choice but to clear her name. Her quest takes her to various
parts of Neo-Tokyo, out-running former colleagues and battling insidious cults obsessed with
dream-tech. Her objective: uncover the mastermind of the sinister plot to frame her, all the while
struggling with the demons of her past.
The city of Neo-Tokyo is dark and gritty. Think of Blade Runner and Ghost in the Shell, but with
technology working against its inhabitants. High-rised buildings reach into the clouds compared
with the subterranean slums where the poor call home. The struggle with technology is evident
in most aspects of civilian life: it has permeated human reality but left society picking up the
pieces. Crime is through the roof, as is personal vices and failings.
Kryst, though trained in special operations, is a flawed character whose addiction to the DreamDrug is slowly spiralling out of control. She becomes the perfect foil for sinister forces, looking
to frame her for murder. She’s in her early 30s, with dark brown hair and an athletic physique.
Her personality is quiet, determined, and if you can believe it, that of innocence, as she struggles
to navigate this new world based on her troubled past.
Weapons and technology are over a hundred years set in the future. But don’t expect laser guns
or flying cars: the world is stuck in degradation, reflecting the state of humanity.
This is meant to be a third-person action-RPG game concept, with its gameplay a mixture of gun
action and use of special abilities. Fast-paced action sequences will be mixed with cinematic
storytelling.
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Short Synopsis:
Kryst, our protagonist, awakes in the middle of the night to the sounds of sirens. She
immediately gets tipped off by her handler, Crank, that the authorities are coming to arrest her.
She decides to flee the scene in order to hide her addiction to the drug DD, or Dream-Dust.
However, just before she can exit her apartment, she's ambushed by mysterious assassins. She
manages to fight them off, but leaves injured and with bodies scattered everywhere.
She heads to the Dream Den to find Crank. Kryst uses an enhanced version of Dream Dust and
hallucinates past memories and others she hasn't seen before. While Kryst is plugged in,
however, the owner, Mr Gibbs calls the authorities, hoping to collect her bounty. Crank pulls her
out of the machine and notifies her that the body of her mentor, Mr Azamuku, has been found at
the scene of her apartment, and that she’s now wanted for murder. She resolves to clear her
name. The detective leading the hunt for Kryst is Trace, who wants revenge for the same killing
of their mentor. A firefight erupts. Mr Gibbs is arrested, but Kryst and Cusp manage to escape.
Kryst travels to various locations around Neo-Tokyo to clear her name. One of these is Tsukiji
Memory Market, where she evades police whilst searching for fragmented memories of her past.
She’s finally caught by Trace, who arrests her after a confrontation. At the station, Kryst is
interrogated. She tries to convince Trace that she’s been framed, but the detective doesn’t believe
her… not until the station itself comes under attack by the same mysterious assassins. Kryst and
Trace have no choice but to flee together.
Kryst and Trace retrace their past memories to determine who’s really behind the conspiracy.
They infiltrate the headquarters of the pharmaceutical company, Chimera, where they uncover a
plot to release an enhanced version of Dream Dust to the general public, causing widespread
terror and panic due to its addictive qualities. They confront the masked CEO, who confesses to
killing her mentor before pinning the murder on his drug-addicted mentee: Kryst herself.
Outraged, Kryst engages him in combat, but Trace’s interference gets herself killed.
Kryst chases the CEO all the way to the Shinjuku Slums: the very same place Kryst was
recruited by her mentor. The injured CEO reveals himself to be Kryst’s mentor all along. He
apologises, saying that he didn’t have a choice, being a DD-addict himself. On his death bed,
Kryst is given a choice: kill her mentor and take his place as CEO or arrest him and destroy the
Dream Dust forever, thereby confronting her own demons at last.
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Character(s):
MAIN CHARACTER:
NAME:

Kryst Fawn

NICKNAME:

K

CITIZENSHIP: Japanese-born American
RANK: Lieutenant
AGE:

25

SEX: Female
HEIGHT: 5 '8
WEIGHT: 121 lbs
ROLE:

Detective First Class

Kryst Fawn joined the Neo-Tokyo Memory Enforcers (NTME) after an illustrious career in
the Neo-Tokyo Police Force, where she distinguished herself in the battle against drug lords
and traffickers. Little did she know, however, that she would get addicted to the same
dream-enhancing drugs that she’s dedicated her life to bringing down.
She’s known to be a latent-Dreamer, or what in today’s circles we call a psychic, able to
manipulate the dream-space in others. This sensitivity cuts both ways, however - past
Dreamers have gone mad as a result or losing control of their own dreamscapes.
Kryst battles with addiction to the drug, Dream Dust, which enhances her abilities but
possesses a highly addictive quality. This forces her into dilemmas where she has to choose
whether to benefit herself or society.
Kryst’s personality is that of quiet determination. She isn’t one for parties or socialising,
often withdrawing into her shell due to her history of abuse. Still, she’s known in the force
as a good worker, with an excellent sense of justice.
SAMPLE LINES:
•

“How about you slip me a couple of those pills on the side and I won’t bust your
ass right here and now?”

•

“I should put a bullet in you for what you did to that boy.”

•

“These memories in my head… they aren’t mine!”
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Long, dark brown hair, with a handsome face. Drugs have taken their toll on her body, with a
sunken, tired expression. Thin and slightly out of shape, but still athletic. She wears a combat suit,
specially designed to augment her abilities to manipulate the minds of others.
SECONDARY CHARACTER(S):
NAME:

Tracey Cummings

NICKNAME:

Trace

CITIZENSHIP: American
RANK: Lieutenant
AGE:

27

SEX: Female
HEIGHT: 5 '7
WEIGHT: 124 lbs
ROLE:

Detective Second Class

Detective Trace joins the Special Forces Crime Unit at the same time as Kryst does, and an
instant rivalry forms. It didn’t help things that both women were mentored by the same
suprvisor, Mr Azamuku, and from Trace’s perspective, Kryst’s natural abilities and powers
made her the clear favourite of the pair.
One of the many orphans ‘recruited’ by the police force at an early age, Trace doesn’t
remember her father, and the only memory of her mother is her being mauled to death in a
back-alley by a drug addict. She vowed to have her revenge there and then.
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Trace has a hot-headed, vendettive personality – she hasn’t come to terms with her past
scars and resentments. At the same time, she’s risen the ranks through her own grit and
determination, and looks down on anyone who doesn’t share the same work ethic.
SAMPLE LINES:
•

“You wanna complain about police brutality?? Go cry to your mother. Oh, that’s
right. I fucked her this morning!”

•

“Alright, ladies, we’re setting up a three-block parameter around the target. If you
personally fuck up, I’ll personally fuck you up myself. Get to it.”

•

“You don’t deserve to be here. You don’t deserve to be standing next to me.”

Trace has blonde hair usually bundled into a neat ponytail. She has an atheletic physique
and a constant furrow on her brow. She dons an advanced combat suit and her primary
weapon-of-choice is a customised sniper rifle.
Environment(s):
Neo-Tokyo:
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Neo-Tokyo is a futuristic city in decline. Overpopulation is the city’s biggest enemy,
exacerbating consumerism, culture wars and a booming market for personal vices. The city is
now a shadow of its former glory, with technological advances being used for personal gain
instead of the betterment of society.
Tsujiki Memory Market:

Tsujiki Memory Market is a sprawling bazaar located in the heart of the city where you can buy
all sorts of implants and augmentations for your Dream Daddy device. Seedy, cheap and
anonymous, you can literally find any type of memory on sale here, featuring all sorts of
characters and combinations.
Himeiji Castle:

Himeiji Castle is the Headquarters of Chimera, the pharmaceutical company that produces
Dream Tech. Though its exterior remains untouched by time, its interior has been gutted by the
company and replaced with long, sterilised hallways and rooms of testing equipment.
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Sample Gameplay Flow:
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Sample Scene:
INT. KRYST’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
The air in the apartment is still, like a deep breath being held for far too long. The place is in a
mess, with articles of clothing strewn on the carpet. At the foot of the bed, a lone woman, almost
naked, is lying face-down in the sheets. The only window in the shoebox apartment is an entire
wall that faces the city, where bright lights dominate the skyline and Neo-Tokyo making its
advances over the centuries. The woman in the glass' reflection stirs. This is Kryst, early 30s,
pride of the Neo-Tokyo Memory Enforcers.
An alarm activates by the side of the bed, showing a holographic display of the time (0350 hrs)
and date (09 February 2142), together with a static portrait of a man's face rotating from side-toside. This is Crank, Kryst's informant and handler. His voice intones throughout the room, grave
and deep.
CRANK: (radio) Kryst, wake up. They're coming.
The girl barely stirs in her bed, groaning at being disturbed so early in the day.
CRANK: Kryst, you're in a dream. You need to wake up. NOW.
The lights of the room brighten on command, like floodlights turned up to maximum. Something
stirs and whirls on Kryst's wrist: another holographic display turning from 'Bliss' to 'Awake'.
With a start, the woman's eyes snap open.
KRYST: Jesus, Crank. What the hell was that? I was in the middle of a-CRANK: You don't have time. They're taking you in.
The woman starts panicking, getting out of the bed in a fluster.
KRYST: They know?
CRANK: You've got about three minutes. Meet me at The Dream Den once you get your
shit together. Crank, out.
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KRYST: (to herself) Jesus fucking Christ.
The woman scrambles out of her bed. The player takes control. The camera is in third-person,
over-the-shoulder perspective. Three diamonds appear on the screen, indicating the tasks the
players has to complete in order to advance. GAMEPLAY: Task 1: Collect uniform. Kryst flings
unwanted articles of clothing about, before finding her cybernetic uniform. She suits up, the tight
bodysuit conforming to her slim figure, before it activates with orange confirmation lights along
her the extent of her spine. We see her enforcer badge clearly labeled above her left breast
pocket: NTME (Neo-Tokyo Memory Enforcer). Task 2: Retrieve firearm. Kryst gropes under a
pillow, before picking up a futuristic-looking pistol. She keys in buttons on side-panels to
activate the weapon, responding to her fingerprints. The gun begins to flash in an orange hue, in
sync with her wristband. Task 3: Pack Dream Dust gear. Kryst picks up a small canister that’s
filled with smaller, sphere-shaped pellets. They're the size of pin-heads, and chrome-coated
metallic. She shakes the canister, frowning that it's half-empty.
KRYST: Crank, I'm ready. Moving to your location now.
The lights flicker unnaturally as she makes her way towards the front door.
CRANK: (muffled static) Too la--. They're h--. Get—zz—out!
His voice breaks up, as though being jammed externally. Kryst pauses behind her front door,
suddenly hearing heavy footsteps coming down the corridor.
KRYST: Fuck…
MAN’S VOICE: (muffled from behind door) This is the Tokyo Metropolitan Police. We
have your apartment surrounded. Surrender now!
Kryst contemplates her options for a second, her gun in one hand, the capsule of drugs in the
other. She puts them away, before raising both her hands up slowly. Suddenly—
MAN’S VOICE: (Japanese) What in the name of Ninetails-- (Screams)
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Rapid gunfire and muzzle flashes come from beneath the apartment door, followed by an eerie
silence when the men’s last screams are cut short. Kryst backs away slowly, dumbfounded and
shocked. The lights in the apartment suddenly cut out all at once, reducing the room to
blackness. Crank's voice still cuts in and out over the static, like ghostly whispers in the wind,
whilst shadows dart silently across the illuminated archway.
Kryst raises her weapon again, aimed straight for the doorway, as the player regains control.
There's a whirring sound of metallic cranking and crunching, before the door flies open and a
man in an ornate kabuki-mask charges through, a gleaming katana in hand. He's flanked by
others – collectively, they are are known as the Betwixt, and will be the player’s primary
antagonists in the game.
Combat is a mixture of third-person shooting mechanics and use of abilities, akin to Bioware's
Mass Effect series. For now, the player only has access to a pistol and a basic melee attack
GAMEPLAY: The player engages the Betwixt. Since this is meant to be an opening, tutorial
level, the enemies are quickly dispatched, leaving Kryst winded. She quickly exits the apartment.
KRYST: Crank... what the hell is going on?
CRANK: (static) Get--zzzz outta there. ZZZzzz—AMBUSH.
KRYST: Yeah, no shit. I just got-Kryst makes it out into the hallway, where she immediately cuts herself off at the sight of the
carnage: six police officers bloodied and sprawled along the corridor, some with their limbs
hacked off, whilst others with helmeted heads detached from torsos.
CRANK: Kry-zzzt—What the hell is going on?
KRYST: I think I just got myself into a shitload of trouble, that’s what.
She turns and runs down the endless hallway, the sounds of more sirens rising in the background.
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